The Government’s agenda for an EU renegotiation
Following the formal announcement of the EU referendum in the Queen's Speech, Business
for Britain (BfB) has collated a detailed list of the changes the Prime Minister and other
members of the Government have argued are needed in an EU renegotiation. Opponents of
this process often claim that the Conservatives have failed to outline their plans for a
renegotiation, but as BfB show in this document, there is a clear list of changes.
During the election campaign, opponents of a referendum repeatedly claimed that the
Conservatives did not have a "consistent position" on the EU other than to hold an In/Out
vote. Yet this compendium of quotes shows that David Cameron has set out a robust reform
agenda during his time as Leader of the Opposition and Prime Minister. Below, we set out in
more detail the key commitments which the Prime Minister has given and why each pledge
forms a key part of the change we need.
The Change we need
1. An end to ‘ever closer union’
2. Cut EU red tape for SMEs and start-ups
3. Return control over social and employment laws
4. Protect the City and financial services
5. Protect the UK from Eurozone meddling
6. Fast-track international trade deals
7. Cut the EU budget to save taxpayers’ money
8. Apply UK transparency laws to the EU
9. Give member states control over migration
10. Restore Britain’s right to veto EU laws

Conservatives have also suggested other changes









Abolish the Common Agricultural Policy
Abolish the European Parliament’s second seat in Strasbourg
Cut the number of EU institutions
Expand the Single Market
Increase subsidiarity
Reducing EU control over justice and home affairs
Withdraw from the Common Fisheries Policy
Withdraw from the European Convention on Human Rights
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1. An end to ‘ever closer union’
Protocol 2 of the Lisbon Treaty commits EU members to “continue the process of creating an
ever closer union among the peoples of Europe.” Senior figures, including Commission
President Juncker and Angela Merkel are committed to further EU integration, centred on
strengthening the Eurozone, though some member states, including the UK, are opposed to
further integration and are seeking the return of powers to member states.


“…we are opposed to further integration of the European Union.” (Interview with TIME
Magazine, 24 January 2007)



“The European Treaty commits the Member States to “lay the foundations of an ever
closer union among the peoples of Europe… But for Britain – and perhaps for others - it is
not the objective. And we would be much more comfortable if the Treaty specifically said
so, freeing those who want to go further, faster, to do so, without being held back by the
others.” (David Cameron speech at Bloomberg, 23 January 2013)



“…other people can sign up to an ever closer union, other countries can but Britain should
not be in an ever closer union and I’m determined to make sure we get out of that.”
(Andrew Marr Show, 29 September 2013)



“… we don’t want an ever closer union, we want to have trade and co-operation, not an
ever closer union.” (Andrew Marr Show, 5 January 2014)



“Perhaps the most important is getting Britain out of the clause that says the European
Union must be committed to an ever closer union.” (Andrew Marr Show, 11 May 2014)



“No to ‘ever closer union’.” (Conservative European Election Manifesto 2014)



“We want to get out of ‘ever closer union’” (House of Commons, Statement on the
European Council, 23 March 2015)



“…we want an end to our commitment to ‘ever closer union’, as enshrined in the Treaty
to which every EU country has to sign up.” (Conservative Party General Election Manifesto
2015)
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2. Cut EU red tape for SMEs and start-ups
The British Chambers of Commerce has estimated that EU regulation costs the UK £7.6 billion
per year, with EU regulation applying to UK businesses even if they do not export to the Single
Market. Despite promises to cut red tape, the EU actually introduced 1,139 new regulations
in the year to September 2014. Fresh promises from the new Commission to deregulate have
focused on minor proposals, whilst controversial new measures such as the VAT MOSS
regulation have caused fresh damage to many UK SMEs. Preventing new bad regulation is not
enough, damage already done must be reversed.


“We back deregulation and we shall want to see concrete results…” (House of Commons,
Statement on the European Council, 19 June 2006)



“…“One of the great challenges we face is rolling back the tide of bureaucracy that is
drowning our country in regulations and forms. And you can’t do that without targeting
one of the main sources of this bureaucracy – Brussels.” (The Sun, 26 September 2007)



“Decrease the amount of new EU legislation and roll back redundant regulation.”
(Conservative Party European Election Manifesto 2009)



“All proposed EU measures tested for their impact on growth. A target to reduce the
overall burden of EU regulation. And a new proportionality test to prevent needless
barriers to trade in services and slash the number of regulated professions in Europe.”
(David Cameron speech to the World Economic Forum in Davos, 26 January 2012)



“We need a European Union that doesn’t over-regulate, but one that cuts regulation…”
(Comments on arrival at the European Council, 14 March 2013)



“It’s absolutely essential in Europe that we cut regulations, to help business, to create
jobs, to create growth…” (Comments in advance of the European Council, 25 October
2013)



“We’ve got exemptions for smaller firms.” (David Cameron speech at the launch of the
Conservative European Elections Campaign, 11 April 2014)



“Aim to cut red tape to reduce the costs to all businesses by at least £1 billion by 2019.”
(Conservative European Election Manifesto 2014)

3. Return control over social and employment laws
The Major Government secured an opt-out from the Social Chapter, which includes provisions
on workers’ rights and extended the use of qualified majority voting in determining aspects
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of social policy, during the 1991 negotiations on the Maastricht Treaty. However, the New
Labour Government signed Britain up to these measures upon winning power in 1997.
The Working Time Directive, introduced under provisions in the Single European Act, has also
proven controversial, with both the Royal College of Surgeons and the British Medical
Association criticising the impact the Directive is having on the NHS, particularly in relation to
the training of junior doctors.


“And we must challenge the culture of the EU… fighting to end the EU's damaging social
role, leaving it to focus on its real job: making the single market work properly and
championing free trade.” (David Cameron, CDU faces same tax and EU fight as
Conservatives, Daily Telegraph, 15 September 2005)



“With the centralising agenda rejected in referendums, now is the time to press home the
arguments for radical change: returning employment and social regulation to national
control.” (Comments reported in The Times, 13 October 2005)



“We need to bring back the powers over social policy and employment policy that are
causing so much damage to British business.” (Question Time Conservative leadership
debate, 3 November 2005)



“For Britain, the first priority must be the return of powers over employment and social
regulation. This would be the strategic imperative of my European policy.” (New hope for
Britain, and new hope for the world, speech at the Centre for Policy Studies, 8 November
2005)



“… I can tell you that we will get out of the European Social Chapter so we can make those
rules in Britain rather than in Brussels.” (Speech to Conservative Party Conference, 3
October 2007)



“A major goal of the next Conservative Government will be the return of social and
employment legislation to British national control.” (Conservative European Election
Manifesto 2009)



“… the social and employment legislation, we think that’s an area that ought to be
determined nationally…” (Andrew Marr Show, 4 October 2009)



“… we will want to negotiate the return of Britain’s opt-out from social and employment
legislation… for example the aspects of the Working Time Directive which are causing real
problems in the NHS and the Fire Service.” (David Cameron speech, A Europe policy that
people can believe in, 4 November 2009)



“A Conservative government will negotiate for three specific guarantees – on the Charter
of Fundamental Rights, on criminal justice, and on social and employment legislation –
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with our European partners to return powers that we believe should reside with the UK,
not the EU.” (Conservative Party General Election Manifesto 2010)


“I’ve always said that I believe Britain would benefit from taking some powers back from
Brussels to Britain, and there are some areas where the EU is damaging in terms of, for
instance, the operating of a flexible market economy, and I think we might be able to
make some progress.” (House of Commons Liaison Committee, 7 September 2011)



“The Health and Business Secretaries are committed to revising the (Working Time)
Directive at EU level to give the NHS the flexibility it needs to deliver the best and safest
service to patients.” (House of Commons, Prime Minister’s Questions, 18 January 2012)



“Whole swaths of legislation covering social issues, working time and home affairs should,
in my view, be scrapped.” (David Cameron: We need to be clear about the best way of
getting what is best for Britain, Sunday Telegraph, 1 July 2012)



“… we need to examine whether the balance is right in so many areas where the European
Union has legislated including on the environment, social affairs and crime. Nothing
should be off the table.” (David Cameron speech at Bloomberg, 23 January 2013)



“More powers back to Britain.” (Conservative European Election Manifesto 2014)

4. Protect the City and financial services
Research by Europe Economics has shown how EU financial regulation has increasingly
worked against UK interests since the financial crisis, and that the UK would only have
adopted half of the EU’s major wholesale financial services regulations introduced since 1998
if acting alone. The UK recently unsuccessfully appealed against three harmful financial
regulations in the European Court of Justice, losing cases on the bank bonus cap, the ban on
short-selling and the introduction of a Financial Transaction Tax.


“… quite rightly, in our view… national supervision (of financial services) must be preeminent.” (House of Commons, Statement on the European Council, 23 June 2009)



“We will be vigilant and tenacious in defending the competitiveness of the City of
London.” (David Cameron speech, A Europe policy that people can believe in, 4 November
2009)



“London is Europe’s pre-eminent financial centre. With this government, I am determined
it will remain so.” (Speech to the Lord Mayor’s Banquet, 15 November 2010)



“But look at the European Commission’s own original analysis. That showed a Financial
Transactions Tax could reduce the GDP of the EU by 200 billion euros cost nearly 500
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thousand jobs and force as much as 90 per cent of some markets away from the EU. Even
to be considering this at a time when we are struggling to get our economies growing is
quite simply madness.” (David Cameron speech to the World Economic Forum in Davos,
26 January 2012)


“… our banks will be regulated by the Bank of England, not the ECB.” (David Cameron: We
need to be clear about the best way of getting what is best for Britain, Sunday Telegraph,
1 July 2012)



“We want to ensure that new rules target unscrupulous behaviour in the financial services
industry, while safeguarding Britain as a global centre of excellence in finance. So we will
resist EU attempts to restrict legitimate financial services activities.” (Conservative Party
General Election Manifesto 2015)

5. Protect the UK from Eurozone meddling
New voting rules mean that the Eurozone countries now have a ‘qualified majority’ in the
Council of Ministers, and also reduced the number of policy areas over which the UK exercises
a veto. The Government has previously proposed an extension of ‘double-majority’ voting
procedures to protect the interests of non-Eurozone members.


“We will insist that the EU institutions – the Court, the Commission – that they work for
all 27 nations of the EU.” (House of Commons, Statement on the European Council, 9
December 2011)



“…the most important thing for us is to make sure that, as that goes ahead in the
eurozone, we are not left out in respect of the regulations that affect the single market.
Financial services is, of course, a vital business not just for the City of London, but for the
cities of Belfast, Glasgow, Birmingham and the like. It is there that we should focus our
negotiating effort to make sure that we have real safeguards in how those regulations are
written.” (House of Commons, Statement on the European Council, 28 October 2013)



“If we cannot protect the collective interests of non-Eurozone member states then they
will have to choose between joining the euro, which the UK will not do, or leaving the EU.”
(George Osborne, Speech to the Open Europe conference, 15 January 2014)



“Eurozone integration is necessary if the euro is to survive. But proper legal protection for
the rights of non-euro members is absolutely necessary, to preserve the Single Market
and make it possible for Britain to remain in the EU.” (George Osborne, Speech to the Open
Europe conference, 15 January 2014)



“And no, it goes without saying, to the euro, to participation in eurozone bailouts or
notions such as a European Army.” (David Cameron: the EU is not working and we will
change it, Daily Telegraph, 15 March 2014)
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“… want our country properly protected from the impacts on the single market of any
further integration that the eurozone undertakes.” (David Cameron: Why I still believe
Britain can do business in Europe, Daily Telegraph, 29 June 2014)



“(We want to) see the single market safeguarded and not have us ordered around by the
single currency countries.” (House of Commons, Prime Minister’s Questions, 19 November
2014)



“… there is an understanding, which is discussed around the EU table, that the countries
that are not in the euro are going to need some guarantees of their own…” (House of
Commons, Statement on the European Council, 23 February 2015)



“…we will not let the integration of the Eurozone jeopardise the integrity of the Single
Market or in anyway disadvantage the UK.” (Conservative Party General Election
Manifesto 2015)

6. Fast track international trade deals
The EU takes a very long time to agree trade deals with fast-growing countries. The EU has
still not agreed a trade deal with India, despite starting negotiations in 2007, whilst the
deadline for agreeing an in principle deal with the United States has been pushed back to
2016.


The EU “…should be looking outwards at the rest of the world… I think it should be fighting
for free trade across the world and pushing for a restart of the World Trade talks.”
(WebCameron, ‘Ask David’, 8 February 2006)



“We will stand… for an EU that looks out to the world , and that builds strong and open
relations with rising powers like China and India.” (Conservative Party General Election
Manifesto 2010)



“…let’s be more creative in the way we use the multilateral system. Far from turning our
back on multilateralism, we need the continued work of the WTO to prevent any collapse
back to protectionism to ensure we take account of the interests of the poorest countries
and to ensure the WTO framework is fit for 21st century trade. And it means going
forwards, perhaps with a coalition of the willing so countries who want to, can forge ahead
with more ambitious deals of their own, consistent with the WTO framework.” (David
Cameron speech to the World Economic Forum in Davos, 26 January 2012)



“More trade and continued economic independence…” (Conservative European Election
Manifesto 2014)
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“There was also an important meeting between the countries of the European Union and
the United States to agree that an EU-US trade deal must be done next year. That could
add £10 billion to the UK economy alone. Such trade deals can mean jobs and growth for
Britain, so I challenged European leaders to think ambitiously about other deals that could
be done, including with our host, Australia, and with emerging markets such as India and
China.” (House of Commons, Statement on the European Council, 17 November 2014)



“We have… kicked-off negotiations for a massive EU trade deal with the USA, which could
be worth billions of pounds to the UK economy. We will build on this.” (Conservative Party
General Election Manifesto 2015)

7. Cut the EU budget to save taxpayers’ money
The EU’s annual budget increased by 4.2% between 2014 and 2015, whilst the legacy of
unpaid bills and consistent demands for more spending from the European Parliament both
threaten the cut to the EU’s seven-year budget which was agreed in 2013. Meanwhile,
Britain’s net-contribution to the EU has increased significantly in recent years, having
quadrupled between 2008 and 2013 to reach £11.3 billion.


“… we will not accept any increases in the EU budget in the next seven-year financial
perspective.” (House of Commons, Prime Minister’s Questions, 20 October 2010)



Pledge that “the (EU’s) budget would reflect domestic spending cuts in all future years.”
(House of Commons, Statement on the European Council, 1 November 2010)



“The national interest is about restricting our contributions to the EU.” (House of
Commons, Statement on the European Council, 1 November 2010)



“Looking at levels of pay, levels of benefit and some of the special payments that people
receive, there is a range of reforms that could be made.” (House of Commons Statement
on the European Council, 11 February 2013)



“… the fixed amount of payment ceiling – €908.4 billion – cannot change.” (House of
Commons Statement on the European Council, 11 February 2013)



Mr Cameron supports a “… cut to the administrative part of the EU budget…” (House of
Commons Statement on the European Council, 11 February 2013)



“We’ve got to keep the pressure on EU spending, year in, year out.” (David Cameron
speech at the launch of the Conservative European Elections Campaign, 11 April 2014)



“A better deal for taxpayers.” (Conservative European Election Manifesto 2014)
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“We will press for lower EU spending, further reform of the Common Agricultural Policy
and Structural Funds, and for EU money to be focused on promoting jobs and growth.”
(Conservative Party General Election Manifesto 2015)

8. Apply UK transparency laws to the EU
The EU’s accounts have not been given a clean bill of health for 19 years running and, in 2013,
the EU failed to spend €6.9 billion in accordance with its own rules. The EU’s own Financial
Transparency System publishes information on the recipients of the portion of the EU budget
which is administered by the Commission, though other EU institutions are not covered. The
UK Government has, since 2010, published information on all Government spending over
£25,000.


Mr Cameron backed “the opening up of EU meetings to public scrutiny” (House of
Commons, Statement on the European Council, 19 June 2006)



“We will have a right to know: how much money we’re giving to Europe; where it’s being
spent; and that the accounts show it’s not being lost in fraud… we’re going to make sure
that Britain’s top Eurocrat and MEPs set an example to the rest of them by publishing their
expenses.” (George Osborne, Conservative Party press release, Osborne sets out plans for
EU spending transparency, 1 June 2009)



“… it’s about time that citizens of the EU knew what the EU spends its money on.” (House
of Commons, Statement on the European Council, 1 November 2010)



“… we should be making more progress on transparency, and using it as a weapon to shine
a light on the EU budget and the disastrous ways in which it is spent.” (House of Commons,
Statement on the European Council, 20 December 2010)

9. Give member states control over migration
There are significant concerns among voters about current EU migration rules. Cabinet
Ministers and other senior Conservatives, such as Boris Johnson, have called for reforms,
including changes which would allow more skilled migrants to enter the UK from non-EU
nations.


“… applying transitional controls as a matter of course in the future for all new EU Member
States.” (Conservative General Election Manifesto 2010)



“You should not be able to move for benefits… When new countries join the European
Union, you should be able to say to them look, your people cannot come here and work
in our country until your economy is at a much more similar level to ours.” (Andrew Marr
Show, 28 September 2014)
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“There is a right to work in different countries of the European Union, but there should
not be a right to claim in different countries of the European Union.” (House of Commons,
Prime Minister’s Questions, 18 December 2013)



“Looking at when future countries join the European Union, having transitional controls
that either go on much, much longer or actually having a test, so that if their wages are
much lower, then perhaps you delay entry to our labour market for far, far longer, until
that changes.” (Andrew Marr Show, 5 January 2014)



“But free movement of benefits, of child benefit, of people who don’t want to work, no
we did not sign up to that.” (David Cameron speech at the launch of the Conservative
European Elections Campaign, 11 April 2014)



“I will go to Brussels. I will not take no for an answer. When it comes to free movement, I
will get what Britain needs.” (Speech to the Conservative Party Conference, 1 October
2014)



“…we need not only proper immigration controls within and outside the EU but also
welfare reform, so that it is not an option for people to live on welfare when they could
work.” (House of Commons, Prime Minister’s Questions, 19 November 2014)



“People want Government to have control over the numbers of people coming here and
the circumstances in which they come, both from around the world and from within the
European Union.” (David Cameron speech on immigration, 28 November 2014)



“We want EU jobseekers to have a job offer before they come here…” (David Cameron
speech on immigration, 28 November 2014)



“We will insist that when new countries are admitted to the EU in the future, free
movement will not apply to those new members until their economies have converged
much more closely with existing member states.” (David Cameron speech on immigration,
28 November 2014)



“I will insist that in the future those who want to claim tax credits, housing benefit and
child benefit must live here and contribute to our country for a minimum of four years.”
(A fair system for immigration that puts Britain first, says David Cameron, Daily Express,
20 December 2014)



“… we will introduce a new residency requirement for social housing…” (A fair system for
immigration that puts Britain first, says David Cameron, Daily Express, 20 December 2014)
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“…when it comes to the free movement of people, and particularly its interaction with our
welfare system, we need powers to be returned to this country.” (House of Commons,
Statement on the European Council, 23 March 2015)



EU migrants “… should have to leave after six months if they do not have a job…” (House
of Commons, Statement on the European Council, 23 March 2015)



EU migrants “… should not be able to send child benefit or other child tax payments to
families back home.” (House of Commons, Statement on the European Council, 23 March
2015)

10. Restore Britain’s right to veto EU laws
The Red Card system would give national parliaments the right to block legislation rather
make the European Commission ‘reconsider laws’, as the current Yellow Card system does. A
Red Card would allow national parliaments to force the EU to abandon a policy, either through
acting independently or by grouping together to form a blocking majority. Around 100
Conservative MPs wrote to the Prime Minister in January 2014 to advocate this policy.


“We must ensure that the way Europe works is not always by reaching for regulatory
changes and costs when it examines a problem. Sometimes that will just be about Europe
behaving in a different way—as I hope it will on shale gas, for example—but on other
occasions it will require institutional changes, such as the red card system that my right
hon. Friend the Foreign Secretary has suggested, or further treaty changes to try to reduce
the burden of regulation, or indeed take this country out of areas of regulation. All those
things should be on the table.” (House of Commons, Statement on the European Council,
28 October 2013)



“It is national parliaments, which are, and will remain, the true source of real democratic
legitimacy and accountability in the EU.” (David Cameron speech at Bloomberg, 23
January 2013)



“And we should think about going further still and consider a red card to give national
parliaments the right to block legislation that need not be agreed at the European level.”
(William Hague speech, Britain and Germany: partners in reform, 31 May 2013)



“National Parliaments able to work together to block unwanted European legislation.”
(David Cameron: the EU is not working and we will change it, Daily Telegraph, 15 March
2014)



“We want national parliaments to be able to work together to block unwanted European
legislation.” (Conservative Party General Election Manifesto 2015)
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Conservatives have also suggested other EU reforms
Abolish the Common Agricultural Policy


“We need further reform if not abolition of the CAP, so that we don’t continue to waste
taxpayers’ money and discriminate, by the way, against third world producers.” (Boris
Johnson, Speech on the EU at Bloomberg HQ, 6 August 2014)

Secure an opt-out from the Charter of Fundamental Rights


“We will want a complete opt-out from the Charter of Fundamental Rights.” (David
Cameron speech, A Europe policy that people can believe in, 4 November 2009)

Withdraw from the Common Fisheries Policy


“I don’t see any particular need for us to be, for instance, in the Common Fisheries Policy.”
(Boris Johnson, Newsnight, 12 December 2012)

Withdraw from the European Convention on Human Rights


“And it’s why the Conservative position is clear. If leaving the European Convention is
what is takes to fix our human rights laws, that is what we should do.” (Theresa May,
Speech to Conservative Party Conference, 30 September 2013)

Abolish the European Parliament’s second seat in Strasbourg
Moving the European Parliament once a month from Brussels to Strasbourg for a plenary
session costs €144m a year, according to the European Court of Auditors.


Conservatives will “… force a vote on making Brussels the permanent, full-time home of
the Parliament.” (Conservative European Election Manifesto 2009)

Cut the number of EU institutions
The existence and functioning of a number of EU institutions has caused controversy. For
example, the Conservatives opposed the Lisbon Treaty, which created the European External
Action Service.


“That means creating a leaner, less bureaucratic Union, relentlessly focused on helping its
member countries to compete. In a global race, can we really justify the huge number of
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expensive peripheral European institutions? Can we justify a Commission that gets ever
larger? Can we carry on with an organisation that has a multi-billion pound budget but
not enough focus on controlling spending and shutting down programmes that haven’t
worked?” (David Cameron speech at Bloomberg, 23 January 2013)

Completing the Single Market
The UK has consistently called for the completion of the Single Market, particularly its
extension to areas such as digital and services where the UK has more developed sectors
compared to other member states. As early as 1983, the Conservatives were committed to
extending the Single Market to services, yet significant barriers to trade still remain.


“We must expand the Single Market in areas such as services.” (House of Commons,
Statement on the European Council, 20 December 2010)



“I know that people are bored of hearing the agenda of completing the single market in
services, liberalising energy markets, deregulating in Europe…” (House of Commons,
Statement on the European Council, 24 October 2011)



“… when the Single Market remains incomplete in services, energy and digital - the very
sectors that are the engines of a modern economy - it is only half the success it could be.”
(David Cameron speech at Bloomberg, 23 January 2013)



“… there are still a colossal 4,700 professions across the EU to which access is regulated
by government.” (David Cameron speech to the World Economic Forum in Davos, 26
January 2012)



“We want to expand the Single Market, breaking down the remaining barriers to trade
and ensuring that new sectors are opened up to British firms.” (Conservative Party
General Election Manifesto 2015)

Increase subsidiarity
Subsidiarity is the principle that, where possible, decisions should be made at the member
state level. A commitment to subsidiarity was included in the Lisbon Treaty, but the EU has a
patchy record at complying with it in practice.


“The EU should only act where it makes a real difference. Where it doesn’t it should leave
it to nation states.” (Press conference following the European Council, 27 June 2014)



“… the EU should only act where it makes a real difference.” (David Cameron: Why I still
believe Britain can do business in Europe, Daily Telegraph, 29 June 2014)
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Reducing EU control over justice and home affairs
In November 2014, Parliament voted in favour of the UK opting-in to a number of EU justice
and home affairs measures, including the controversial European Arrest Warrant. The
Conservatives have also consistently criticised the Charter of Fundamental Rights, which
brings together a common set of rights applicable to all citizens of EU member states,
including case law of the European Court of Justice and the rights enshrined in the European
Court of Human Rights.


“… limiting the European Court of Justice’s jurisdiction over criminal law to its pre-Lisbon
level.” (David Cameron speech, A Europe policy that people can believe in, 4 November
2009)



“There are many things in the Lisbon Treaty – giving more powers over home affairs and
justice – that we don’t think is right.” (Andrew Marr Show, 4 October 2009)



“A Conservative government will negotiate for three specific guarantees – on the Charter
of Fundamental Rights, on criminal justice, and on social and employment legislation –
with our European partners to return powers that we believe should reside with the UK,
not the EU.” (Conservative Party General Election Manifesto 2010)



“Our police forces and justice systems able to protect British citizens, unencumbered by
unnecessary interference from the European institutions, including the ECHR.” (David
Cameron: the EU is not working and we will change it, Daily Telegraph, 15 March 2014)



“More control of justice and home affairs.” (Conservative European Election Manifesto
2014)

The need for Treaty change


“The changes we need are the changes that are good for Britain and good for Europe…
They do involve treaty change, and proper, full-on treaty change.” (Andrew Marr Show, 4
January 2015)

Conclusion
These are just some examples of the kind of changes to Britain’s EU relationship which David
Cameron and the Conservatives continue to argue for. However, it is clear that in order to
secure the change we need, “proper, full-on Treaty change”, to use the Prime Minister’s own
words, is necessary. Incorporating any reforms secured during the renegotiation into the EU’s
Treaties expands the possibilities for achieving more fundamental reforms, and also prevents
any agreed changes being reversed during the course of ordinary EU business after any UK
referendum which resulted in an ‘In’ vote.
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It is wrong to suggest that David Cameron has no plan to reform Britain’s membership of the
EU. The reforms outlined above will be of significant benefit to both British business and the
wider competitiveness of the EU. With a fresh electoral mandate for the Conservatives, it is
vital that these detailed plans to renegotiate Britain’s relationship with the EU are delivered.
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